
 
FAST FACTS  Five of the world’s eight species of bears are on the threatened or endangered list.
 IFAW’s Bear Rescue Center in Russia is the global 

leader in rehabilitating orphan brown bears and 
returning them to the wild.
 In India, IFAW is pioneering the rehabilitation and release of orphaned Asiatic black bears, called 

‘moon bears,’ due to the crescent of pale fur on  their chest.

The problem:
Around the world, safe wild places for bears are 
disappearing. Mankind is destroying bear habitat at 
an alarming rate, and to add to the danger, bears are 
being cruelly hunted all over the world. 
Every year in Russia, wealthy trophy hunters rouse 
mother bears from hibernation and shoot them, 
orphaning their newborn cubs which are left to 
freeze or starve to death. In Canada and the United 
States, climate change is melting the ice on which 
polar bears rely, yet trophy hunting continues. And 
throughout the world, bears are killed or have bile 
cruelly extracted from them for use in traditional 
Chinese medicines and tonics, despite the fact that 
there are plant alternatives.
Our solution:
In Russia, our unique Bear Rescue Center rescues 
cubs, some of which are only weeks old, then bottle 

How you can help:
GET INVOLVED  Please write a letter to 
Prime Minister Putin asking him to end the cruel practice 
of den-hunting of bears in Russia: Prime Minister Putin, 
Krasnopresnenskaya nab.b.2/2, 103274, Moscow, RUSSIA.

DONATE  With your help, we can save more 
orphaned bear cubs and campaign for greater protection 
for bears around the world. To donate, go to www.ifaw.org/
donate or call us on 1-800-932-4329.

 

feeds them until they can eat solid food. Once cubs 
are strong enough, they are released into a protected 
forest where they learn how to forage and fend for 
themselves. Eventually, cubs are tagged and released 
back into the wilderness. In just 12 years, the Center 
has released over 134 bears. Through media coverage, 
the bears saved at the Center become public 
ambassadors for our efforts to bring the cruel den 
hunt to an end. 
We’ve brought together bear experts from around the 
world to share successful rehabilitation techniques. 
In British Columbia, Canada, these scientific 
advances in bear rehabilitation resulted in the first 
officially-sanctioned release of rescued Grizzly bears, 
a initiative led by IFAW, the  British Columbia 
government and a local rehabilitator.
An IFAW researched and published  book  is helping 
educate Traditional Chinese Medicine practitioners 
and consumers about effective, cruelty-free plant 
alternatives to bear parts in medicines. In the United 
States, we successfully lobbied to have the polar bear 
listed as a ‘threatened’ species under the Endangered 
Species Act, closing a legal loophole and saving polar 
bears from the trophy hunters’ bullets. 
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